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Introduction
To best introduce my thesis, I present my initial proposal:
The purpose of this body of work will be to further
develop a visual dialogue in claywhich reflects my
personality and my own evolution. I intend to focus
on formal issues such as form and how it exists in space,
as well as surface and presentation. As references I will
be using forms from nature such as shells, pods, and
weathered stones. I will be exploring a variety of glazed,
painted, and textured surfaces which will allude to the
passage of time. I will give my audience just enough
















Upon beginning this body of work I attempted to narrow my focus to truly clarify the
intent of the work. To communicate a sense of beauty and peacefulness through simplicity
and abstraction became my goal. It took a lot of questioning myself to understand why
my work needed to be abstract and simplistic. My life has become peaceful and much more
simple as an adult; my childhood was disrupted by unhappiness, alcoholism and divorce,
which provided a less than safe and stable atmosphere.
My artwork has provided me with an outlet from this "cultural clutter". My past
experiences have shaped me and affect my decisions when making art, yet I have
consciously decided that my art will not be a means to communicate these negative
occurrences. On the contrary, I intend my art to provoke a feeling of calmness and
peacefulness. The work is intentionally quiet, subtle, and hopefully somewhat mysterious.
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Significance of the Forms
I have chosen to make reference to forms such as shells, seed pods, and weathered stones.
The shells and pods have an exterior and interior which may or may not be visible.
I feel that shells have a quiet, solitary essence which has been a source of inspiration.
Seed pods have an inner space which is filled with seeds that we do not see, yet they
cause a swelling on the exterior of the form. Both of these forms have a hard outer layer
that protects that which is inside. Metaphorically, this hard outer layer represents to me the
hard outer layer of myself which was formed through events in my childhood . My parents
taught my sisters and I to always be poised, or
"hardened"
so to speak, in public.
Weathered stones speak about a passage of time, or an evolution. The surfaces may be
polished smooth, or pitted and rough from the activity of the ocean. I utilize this textural
information in my sculptures to allude to my personal growth. Each of my sculptures
have
areas that are smooth and those that are pitted or marred, yet the overall surface is intended
to feel gently affected by external influences. We all carry our scars with us, but hopefully
they become more faint as time passes.
One of the parameters I set for myself was that the form had to have an inside and
an outside. My main goal was to make a sculpture that maintained purity and simplicity
of form. I chose to show the inside in different manners and to have the outside make
this allusion to a passage of time in varying degrees. The earlier pieces had the interior
space visible and the surface treatment was different on the inside than the outside.
The differences were subtle, and in retrospect I feel they may have remained too subtle
throughout the body of work. I received a vast amount of criticism in regard to the internal
space being empty; my rationale for the empty space is threefold:
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1 . To me, successful art is that which leaves the viewer wondering.
If the work provides all the answers at one glance then itwill
not be remembered. If a piece entices a viewer to question
it will linger in their memory and evoke contemplation.
2. Early on I made a conscious decision to rid my work of direct
references to negative events in my past;
3. The use of empty space adds to my overall quest to make minimalistic
and quiet work.
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Investigating Abstraction, Simplicity and Minimalism
This personal investigation of abstraction and simplicity made me keenly aware that not
all people accept, appreciate, or attempt to understand work that is not literal or direct.
Reading about other artists who utilized the principles of minimalism began to validate my
desire to make abstract work. There are many quotes from different sources that I read
religiously to keep me on track and to be able to ward off the seemingly ignorant questions
such as "What are these? And what are you going to do with
them?"
I will include some
of these where I feel appropriate.
To reduce an aesthetic statement or form to its simplest
components requires an elegant mental feat. It also asks
much of the viewer. (Block, Leisure, 75)
In my attempt to simplify and reduce the inclusion of personal details I narrowed my
viewers to only those who feel comfortable with an intuitive response rather than a tangible
connection or answer. The viewer who does not need an answer and who is "willing to
make the imaginative leap with the
artist"
(Block, Leisure, 75) will receive and appreciate
my sculpture.
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In reading about the work of Graham Marks I found an excerpt entitled the "Principles of
Visual
Perception"
by Carolyn Blommer. She states that:
If a work of art is too simple, people will see, identify,
turn off, and move on to something else rapidly. On the
other hand, If the work is too obscure, people cannot
make closure and will also tune out and move away.
One characteristic of really great art is that it provides
enough stimulus for partial closure but not enough to
completely turn you off. (Blommer, 1 2)
This partial closure became my pursuit and will remain a challenge for many years
of personal exploration.
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Discussion of the Bases and Presentation
From the onset, I was considering options for presentation. I've found that this aspect
of making art is often left until the last moment, not receiving the attention that it deserves.
The forms were made to create a specific mood, thus the presentation should further
emphasize this feeling which in my case was one of quietude.
During my first year in graduate school and during my undergraduate years I explored
the potential of showing works on the floor. The directness and casualness intrigued me
and I felt it made my work more accessible to my viewers. This technique challenges the
spectator's physical space which would make it seem that the work would be obtrusive.
Yet the use of the floor as a platform seems to free the work from the formalities that
pedestals or bases can present.
However, after a decision to scale my work down in size to a more intimate scale, I found
the need to develop some sort of
"support"
for my sculptures. My objects were to be simple,
austere and unique.
The base distinguishes the object it supports from other
things in the world. It informs the spectator that he or she




and signals the preciousness and uniqueness of the object.
(Colpitt, 36)
I feel the decision to utilize bases directly correlated to my maturation as pn artist. I had
come to a point in my exploration that I felt confidentwith what I was making, and wanted
to reflect that confidence by presenting mywork in a more formal and elegant manner.
As the sculptures evolved it became more important to me for them to be received in a
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particular way. I responded to Brancusi's words regarding presentation, the idea of the for
becoming a "magical
object"
placed on top of a specifically designed "entablature".
(Shanes, 32)
After studying Brancusi's relationship between sculpture and base, and the views of some
of the early minimalist artists and critics I had come to my own conclusions on this issue.
When Brancusi wanted a sculpture to have a base it became integral to the sculpture it
supported; as he stated 'The pedestal should be part of the sculpture, or otherwise I must
do completely without it... I have worked as much on these works as upon (my sculptures)
and they are in no way the product of some chance or
whim."
(Shanes, 1 1 4)
During the 1 960's and 70's, minimalists rejected the use of bases and for some artists
such as "Sol Lewitt they seemed absurd unless they (the base) had a specific
function."
(Colpitt, 36) The floor had become the base for these artists.
Scale played a large part in my decision to utilize pedestals. The pieces of my final thesis
work do not have the monumental quality that I feel a sculpture needs to have in order to
be effectively displayed on the floor. They need a defined space in which to be viewed.
This was created by placing them on sheets of sandblasted glass that were lifted off the
wooden pedestals by laminated cubes of glass, (see plates.)
My bases were to function as supporting elements to define a space for the sculpture.
Their role was to support the overall feeling, not add other content. Unlike Brancusi, who
integrated his bases to a point that they added pertinent information to the understanding
of the sculpture. In Fish, 1 926, the highly polished fish form is supported by a round disk
of shiny black metal which compliments the high sheen of the fish form. These two units




element is handled with the same refined elegance of the other two elements. The Cock,
1 935, is a fine example of the integration of base and form. The gleaming bird has
a carved zig zag pattern which is repeated in the stone and wooden elements.
Each communicate an upward motion and an overall feeling of lightness which one
would not expect from the materials used: stone, bronze and a heavy block ofwalnut.
As in all his bird sculptures the elements all work together to communicate the graceful
flight of a bird.
The essence of mywork was a feeling of quietude. All of the elements had to add up
to this message. I had considered sculpting clay bases that reflected rocky formations,
yet after giving it some careful thought I decided that this would provide an excess of literal
information. To maintain my quest for simplicity I had to develop a base that did not distract
from the form nor make unnecessary references.
After lengthy discussions with my thesis committee I decided to use sandblasted glass.
Some of the other solutions discussed were stone, cast and carved plaster, cast resin, carved
wooden blocks, coriande, and plexiglass. The suggestion of glass was the most appealing
to me because of its quality of lightness. Raising the sculpture up on this sheet of glass,
which was lifted off the wooden base by glass cubes which disappeared under the sheet,
gave the work an ethereal quality The sandblasting gave the glass a softness which I feel
related well to the surface of my sculptures which were smooth and matted. The color of the
pedestals was yet another choice made to maintain the same flavor of the work.
Placement of the work in the gallery presented the final challenge. I knew itwas of utmost
importance that this work had
its'
own space within the gallery. Ideally the work should
have been shown in a truly minimal environment to amplify "the power of the
simple"
to use
Martin Pur-year's words. Bevier Gallery was not the ideal space, but by sectioning off the
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center of the gallerywith movable walls I was able to create a space within the walls
that
was not interrupted by the work of others. I studied photographs of installations of the works
of Robert Theirren, Carl Andre, and Brancusi. I paid careful attention to the space between
each piece, the orientation of the pedestals, and the height and design of each pedestal.
The variety of pedestals and the attention given to all the finishing details helped me make
an effective visual statement.
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Artistic Influences: Visual and Verbal
Words, images and quotes have helped me to focus and further develop a personal
visual dialog in clay. Often it is difficult to express verballywhat makes you create
a piece of sculpture, but I learned the importance of developing this skill. Until an artist
can verbally begin to communicate the ideas he or she is trying to express, they remain
jumbled and confused.
Keeping a list of essential words, was helpful in keeping me on track. I listed all the words
that represented ideas that I wanted my work to be communicating. Because mywork
is meant to be simple I had to continually pare down my ideas to what I found to be the
essence. When my peers began to use these words while critiquing my work I knew that
I had begun to achieve my goal.
Images of other artists work served as a resource. I would carefully look at different pieces
and assess what attracted me to them whether it be form, surface, texture, color, presentation
or the level of abstraction.
Some of the sculptors whose work and words I have referred to are: Henry Moore, Barbara
Hepworth, and Isamu Noguchi. Each of these artists has dealtwith abstraction and have
utilized nature as a reference. Likewise, each of these artists were dealing with purity and
simplicity of form. To me the beauty of their work lives in
its'
ability to be abstract, yet make
such a diverse range of references without being literal.
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Herbert Read speaks about Hepworth's work like this,
Barbara Hepworth's carvings and drawings live in their
beauty, and all they ask is the simple, sensuous reception
we would give to a flower or a shell, or the lovely pebble
we instinctively pick up from the beach. (Read, 46)
This humbling feeling of satisfaction and curiosity thatwe feel when we find a shell on the
beach is the same response I would hope for one to have when viewing mywork. I want to
offer unadorned beauty to be looked at and appreciated because all too often we move too
quickly to just simply enjoy and recognize the worth of such an experience.
HenryMoore spoke about simplicity like this:
True simplicity is done not for simplicity's sake,
but because you don't forget the essentials. It's done to
keep the essentials and not because you like simplicity;
it's only because there's something more important.
Therefore it becomes simple because you're saying a big
thing that has a big statement. (James, 1 30)
For me, paring down ideas has been an antidote to the
complexities of life. My aesthetic
preferences developed early on as a reaction to others who seemed
to need to intellectualize
and analyze the
"meaning"
of a work of art. People forget to recognize the value of
intuitive responses to form, space, line, texture, light and or color. An honest response
need not be burdened by the ever present questions
-
why? or what?
Isamu Noguchi served as a visual reference to form, texture, line, and presentation.
While working on my thesis
I had the opportunity to see a show of Noguchi'swork entitled
"Beginnings and
Ends"





on a highly polished wooden floor, surrounded by stark white walls was breathtaking.
The variety of texture from plane to plane and the transitions from highly polished areas
to coarse rocky areas made me understand how a form can have a vast amount of variety
within it to produce visual excitement. The overall ambiance of the installation was calming
and peaceful which is what I knew I was aiming to emulate.
Other artists whose work has been inspirational to me are those that I would categorize
as being part of a postmodernist school of thought in which some principles of minimalism
are being utilized, yet they are adding a personal touch to the work.
Traditionally, minimalism has been characterized bywork that eliminates personal
references. The forms appeared cold, crisp, and machine made.
Such artists as Carl Andre, Donald Judd, and Robert
Morris emphasized not how a sculpture could function
as a metaphor or illusion, but rather how sculpture could
be solely about itself as an object, that is, how sculpture
could be about qualities inherent to sculpture itself.
(Klein, 5)
These qualities or formal elements such as line, shape, color, form, and texture
pervaded my mind while working
on these sculptures, yet my work is not as extreme
as these true minimalists.
In the 1 960's and 70's there were many artists who were challenging these stringent
principles of minimalism. There was a move away from the squares, rectangles, and
overall coolness. Abstraction and reductivism still affected artists, yet a personal connection
seemed more evident in the works.
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In reading about Robert Theirren and Martin Puryear, I found that they have been influenced
by minimalism. Theirren's work, seemingly simplistic, is loaded with many layers of personal
references, yet the images are universal: keyhole, snowman, the bird. You do not need to
know the personal information to respond to the elegance of his forms. The surface of each
of his sculptures is layered with tactile information. They "have a smooth, worn look, as if
they had been polished by repeated
handling."
(Boswell, 247)
This notion that something might become more beautiful by repeated handling rather than
blemished or marred is truly romantic to me. The surfaces that I worked on are intended to
imply a gentle wearing away.
Martin Puryear's work makes one wonder, contemplate, and question. His forms are
referential and make the "partial
closure"
that I referred to earlier. Yet they allow individual
interpretation. In speaking about his work he explains that, "Minimalism legitimized in my
mind something that I have always focused on
- the power of the simple, single thing as
opposed to a full blown complex array of
things."
(Auping, 36)
To me his work is a celebration of monumental form, texture and abstraction. In viewing
his work your curiosity is peaked, which I think is his intent It is a challenge to strip away




All of my pieces with the exception of one which is solid were coil built in a vertical position.
Utilizing a metal pipe and flange thatwere attached to a piece ofwood turned out to be
the most effective system for building these conical shaped forms. I chose to build the forms
supported on a rod so I could see the development of the forms as I built. By slowly adding
coils with smaller coils in between each seam I was able to create smooth, crisp forms.
The clarity of the form was an important issue that I continually had on my mind while
building these forms. It had been a weak point in mywork during my first year, so I wanted
to address that problem.
As I built the forms, I paddled and scraped with metal ribs to achieve this clarity of form.
I utilized rocks, shells, and different tools to create the different textures. Often I would make
an impression with a rock or shell, then after the clay dried a bit I would rub the surface with
smooth stones to make the textures more subtle.
Before bisque firing, terra sigillata was applied to the surface of the pieces and burnished
with a chamois cloth. The pieces were then fired to cone 08. The two closed forms were
fired to cone 08 and then refired with a layer of engobe formulated for bisqueware.
Glazes were then applied by pouring and spraying. To glaze the interiors of the forms
I filled them with glaze, rolled it around and then quickly poured it out. The exteriors were
sprayed with different layers of the listed glazes, (see page 37.)
I experimented with different firing temperatures and found that if I under-fired these
particular glazes they yielded better results when coated with etching cream. In most
cases I fired between cone 05 and cone 06.
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To achieve this matted, smooth surface which is I feel is pleasant to the eye as well as to
the touch, my professor Rick Hirsch suggested using etching cream. I experimented with
a store bought etching cream and a homemade version of that product. The store bought
product is expensive and was not very strong. We worked with the chemistry lab to try
and formulate a similar solution, however our version has an extremely high acid content
making it unfavorable to work with on a regular basis. We tested the acid with several
inorganic materials and found cryolite to be the only one that yielded a semi-stable mixture.
Velvet Etching Cream can be purchased from Sunshine Glassworks of Buffalo.
Their telephone number is 800-828-71 59.
On some of the surfaces I then applied washes of acrylic color and or layers of watered
down gesso which was tinted with different oxides. On all of the sculptures I worked the
surfaces until theywere aesthetically pleasing to me and were well suited to the forms and
the intent of the work.
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Conclusion
In this series of sculptures I have attempted to give only the essentials to my viewers.
Abstraction of form enables us to focus on the essence of the subject. My austere aesthetic
is a reflection of my sense of beauty. These forms are intended to counter balance clutter
of our everyday lives.
At the point that I wrote this final thesis statement I felt comfortable with the body of work
that I had produced. I felt I had achieved my goals of stripping away unnecessary
information, clarifying the forms, and following through with the details for the installation.
I feel the forms make reference to different forms that intrigued me as a young child and
still now as an adult. Walking along a quiet beach you are surrounded only by the sound
and smell of the ocean, and gifts from the sea.
The feedback I received while my thesis exhibition was up made me realize that I had
communicated the feeling that I was after from the start: a quiet, peaceful feeling.
While at RIT I came to understand that for me, making art is about creating beauty and
sharing this with those who are interested. Working with my professors and talking with my
peers enabled me to strengthen my ability to articulate my intentions in words and in clay.
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Technical Information
Clay Body (used for all pieces)
Hawthorne 35 lbs.




Grog (fine & med.) 5-10 lbs
Water of plasticity: 23%
Rate of Absorption: 9%
Rate of Shrinkage: 15%
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First three cone 04 glaze recipes taken from Electric Kiln Ceramics - Second edition,
by Richard Zakin.
Ohioville A04[ Oak Beach A04 Taberg A04
Silica 16 Silica 10 Silica 12
Spodumene 12 Spodumene 12 Boron frit 50
Boron frit 20 Boron frit 40 Ballclay 6
Red clay 20 Kaolin 6 Gerstley borate 28
Gerstley borate 20 Gerstley borate 14 Zirconium 12
Zirconium 14 Zinc 2
Rick's Thin Matte Rick's Thick Matte
Frit 31 10 60 Barium Carb 13.83
OM4 10 Gerstley Borate 12.76
Flint 10 Whiting 13.83
Whiting 10 Soda Feldspar 48.94
Barium Carb. 5 Flint 10.64
Zinc Oxide 5 Tin Oxide 3.19
Bentonite 1 Zinc Oxide 3.19
Terra Siggilafcl Engobe for Bisque A08
(large ball mill container) (Daniel Rhodes iecipe)
H20 15 <:ups Kaolin 5
OM4 10.:ups Ball clay 5















2-1 4 Thesis work, with detail views
22 Fish, 1 926, Constantin Brancusi
23 Cock, 1 935, Constantin Brancusi
26 Installation View of Robert Theirren's work
29 Installation View of Isamu Noguchi's Beginnings and Ends
32 Installation View of Robert Theirren's work
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